1. THE GREAT MUGHALS

8th Std - Term 1 - Lesson 1

1. Period of Babur – A.D. 1526 to A.D. 1530
2. First battle of Panipat – A.D.1526
3. At what age did Babur become the king? At the age of 11.
4. Who was the inventor of Mughal rule in India? Babur.
5. What is the date of Battle of Panipat? A.D.1526 – April 21.
6. In which battle did Babur win Rana Sanga? Kanwah Battle A.D.1527
7. Battle of Chanderi – A.D. 1528
8. What is the name of the autobiography written by Babur?
   Tuzuk-i-Babari which means “Memories of Babur” in Turkish language.
10. What is the meaning of Humayun? Fortunate
11. What is the dynasty ruled by Sher Shah Sur? Sur Dynasty
12. Ulemas – Scholars and chief leaders of Muslim
13. Diwan-i-Wizarat – Incharge of income and expenditure
   Diwan-i-Ariz – Incharge for recruitment and organization of army
   Diwan-i-Rasalat – Incharge of ambassadors and envoys
   Diwan-i-Insha – Incharge of royal proclamations and dispatches.
14. Which is the lowest unit of provincial administration during Sher Shah Sur rule?
   Village
15. Ryotwari System – Sher Shah Sur
16. Who was the follower of Sher Shah Sur?
   Akbar

17. Who followed the principles of Ala-ud-din Khilji’s military system?
   Sher Shah Sur

18. Dagh – Branding the horse

19. In which language was the Sher Shah Sur name printed?
   Devangiri Script

20. Who is the father of modern currency?
   Sher Shah Sur

21. Period of Akbar the Great – A.D. 1556 to A.D. 1605

22. Birth place of Akbar – Amarkot

23. Bairam Khan – Guardian of Akbar

24. Second battle of Panipat – A.D. 1556 (Between Akbar and Hemu)

25. Who abolished ‘Jizya’ and ‘Pilgrimage Taxes’?
   Akbar

26. Who translated Bhagavata Purana into Persian?
   Raja Todar Mal

27. Who wrote Ain-i-Akbari and Akbar Nama?
   Abul Fazl

28. Who translated Ramayana and Mahabaratha from Sanskrit to Persian?
   Abul Faizi

29. Tansen – was the great musician of who adorned Akbar’s court


31. Mosque constructed by Akbar – Ibadat Khana

32. Qubuliyat – Deed of agreement between government and cultivators
33. Mansab – Grade or Rank

34. What did Akbar built to commemorate his Gujarat conquest?
   
   Fatepur Sikri

35. Jahangir – Conqueror of World

36. Who are the English people who visited Jahangir`s court for trade?
   
   William Hawkins and Sir Thomas Roe


38. Chain of Justice – one of the new way for justice followed by Jahangir

39. Nur Mahal – Light of the Palace

40. Period of Nur Jahan – A.D. 1611 to A.D. 1626

41. King of the world – Shah Jahan

42. Gold age of Mughals – Period of Shah Jahan

43. Prince of Builders and Engineer King – Shah Jahan

44. Who built Red Fort? Shah Jahan

45. Who constructed Jama Masjid? Shah Jahan

46. Who was the chief architect of Taj Mahal? Ustad Isa.

47. Which diamond was used in Peacock Throne? Kohinoor Diamond

48. Alamgir – Aurangzeb

49. Khalsa – military organization of Sikhs

50. Wazir – Prime Minister

51. Provinces - Subas

52. Who were controlling `Subas`? Subedar or Governor

53. What was the main cause for downfall of Mughal period?
   
   The religious policy of Aurangzeb